
MAXIMUM BOWL DIAMETER: 

762 mm (30”)

MAXIMUM BETWEEN 

CENTRES: 914 mm (36”)

 

MAXIMUM SWING OVER BED: 

305 mm (12”)

SPINDLE SPEEDS: 425, 625, 925, 

1360 & 2000 rpm

MOTOR: 3/4 hp

THREAD: 3/4 x 16 TPI  

TAPER: 1 Morse Taper

WEIGHT: 86 kg 

SIZE: H386 x W1625  

x D381 mm

SPECIFICATIONS
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All Prices Include VAT

CL3-CAM Professional 5 Speed Lathe

The CL3 is a tried and tested design and 
has found its place in many professional 
workshops. It features five speeds, a heavy 
head and tailstock and solid steel polished 
chrome bars for weight and rigidity, 
but the real heart of this machine is its 
phosphor bronze bearing. This adjustable 
tapered bearing gives far more support 
than ball races enabling bowls up to 30” 
in diameter to be turned with ease. 
The 3/4 hp motor powers through even 
the most arduous tasks, enabling deeper 
cuts to be made and speeding up some of 
the more laborious tasks such as roughing 
and scraping. This a heavy smooth running 
lathe which enjoys legendary status 
throughout the woodturning world.

RRP £499.99

Shown with optional RPLB24-48 Stand.

Headstock The headstock is now made from cast steel 
for extra strength. The phosphor bronze bearing offers 
long life, unrivalled support and is adjustable to offer 
years of reliable performance.

Capacity 12” bowl capacity over bed, 30” with 
headstock swivelled.

“The introduction of these latest improvements has 
certainly lifted the lathe clear of the competition, 
and I particularly like the fact that you can upgrade 
an existing machine.”

Value

Performance

The Woodworker & Woodturner

“Between centres the CL3 is very good indeed on 
both small and large work ... of course work up to 
12” can be turned over the bed, the bowl-turning 
attachment is worth buying. The CL3 has a five year 
warranty and ... gives you a lot for your money when 
compared to some other lathes, which offer similar 
features for hundreds of pounds more.”
Woodturning

What They Say...
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OPTIONAL FITMENTS

CL3/B Bowl  
Turning Attachment 
Eases the turning of bowls and 
allows larger capacities to be 
achieved. Can be used on a bench 
or stand. Includes CWA180 tubular 
bowl rest. 
RRP £89.99

RPLB24-48 Adjustable 
Lathe Stand  
The RPLB24-48 has been 
specifically designed to add great 
support to your turning. The 
splayed legs and steel construction 
gives rigidity, enabling large 
projects to be undertaken. 
RRP £159.99

Bed Bars The solid steel chromed bed bars add weight, 
rigidity and strength while providing smooth travel for 
head, tail and toolrest banjo.

Tailstock Heavy duty tailstock within a cast iron 
construction gives stability and support to the 
workpiece. It is hollow to enable easy ejection of centres 
and allow for long hole boring and also features easy to 
use cam locks. 

Cam Action Banjo and Tailstock Strong cast banjo 
and tailstock for easy one-handed repositioning.

Massive Capacity With a 36” capacity between 
centres and the ability to turn up to a 30” bowl when 
using the optional CL3/B all your turning needs can be 
catered for. 

CLO/H 17” Tool Rest  
For use when turning long spindles, 
because of its increased length 
the user doesn’t need to move the 
banjo up and down the bed bars 
as often. Please note an additional 
banjo assembly is required to use 
this toolrest. 
RRP £29.99

CLO/J 10” Tool Rest  
Cast iron replacement 10” toolrest. 
For use with all CL-CAM series 

lathes and CL3B bowl rest. 

RRP £19.99

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

RPSO-100 100 ml  
Spindle Oil 
Bonds to the spindle & bearing, 
providing smooth running. 
RRP £12.99

CWA170 3/4” x 16 TPI 
Thread Protector  
RRP £14.99

SPARESCONSUMABLES

VSLK Variable  
Speed Upgrade  
This unit replaces the motor on 
your lathe to upgrade it to a 
1hp machine with electronically 
controlled variable speed, making 
it the same spec as a CL4. 
RRP £529.99

UPGRADES

CLO/C Cam Lock Tool  
Rest Upgrade 
Upgrade your lathe with a 
new cam lock banjo for easy 

adjustment along the bed bars. 

RRP £39.99


